Date: 10th September, 2020

Ref: RC/Interview/2020/19

INTERVIEW NOTICE
This is for Information to all the Candidates that the interview for the posts of Assistant Professors
in the Science stream at Rangapara College is scheduled as follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Physics: 19th September, 2020.
Botany : 23rd September , 2020.
Zoology: 24th September, 2020.
Chemistry: 26th September, 2020.
Economics: 6th October, 2020.

(Dates of the interview of the other subject(s) will be notified later on.)
Candidates have to report at 9.30 AM in the Office of the Principal of Rangapara College on
the interview date and the interview will start from 10 AM.
In the prevailing Covid-19 pandemic situation, because of postal delay if any of the
candidates does not receive call letter of the interview, they should come directly to the interview
board on the said dates stated above against their applied post of the subject.
Candidates have to make a 5minutes presentation in a classroom situation using latest
technology (ICT).
Candidates must bring with them all the original documents including Mark sheets and certificates
HSLC onwards, PRC, Cast certificate (for reserved posts) EWS Certificate (for reserved post of the
category) Seminar/workshop Certificates with published abstract and proceedings, Publications,
publication certificates, Certificate for persons with disability (PwD) (for the reserved post of the
category), Experience certificate (if any), NET/SLET/SET qualifying certificates, PhD/M Phil Thesis and
certificate with award notification(if any) and any other relevant documents appropriate for the interview.
The documents should be arranged in the following manner1. Age Certificate
2. Permanent Resident Certificate (PRC)
3. NET/ SLET/SET Certificate
4. Cast Certificate (for reserved post)
5. EWS Certificate (for reserved post of the category)
6. HSLC Marksheet & Certificate
7. H.S. Marksheet & Certificate
8. BA/B.Sc. Marksheet & Certificate
9. MA/M.Sc. Marksheet & Certificate
10. PhD/MPhil certificate and thesis
11. Publications & Publication Certificates
12. Seminar/ Workshop Certificates (with published abstract and proceedings)
13. Experience certificate
14. Any other relevant documents appropriate for the interview.
The Covid-19 Pandemic protocols will be observed in the college campus and candidates are
requested to bring your own mask and hand gloves for the interview.
No TA/DA will be provided to you. As due to Covid-19 Pandemic the college canteen will remain
closed only tea and snacks will be provided to the candidates. They can bring their own food if they think
it necessary.

(Dr. Ranjan Kalita)
Principal,
Rangapara College

